3-channel fuzzy ART network FALCON is a good solution to combine reinforcement learning with state segmentation, where it learns the relations among percepts, actions and rewards. FALCON, however, does not have a mechanism to predict behavior of other agents, and thus it is difficult for FALCON to learn the optimal agent's behavior in a multi-agent circumstance. In this paper, an action prediction module based on 2-channel fuzzy ART network is proposed, and FALCON is modified in order to be able to register the output of the action prediction module. 
INTRODUCTION
Many researchers have developed and proposed methods to solve various problems in the real world by modeling them with autonomous agent systems (RoboCup, 2012; CST, 2010) . It is required that those systems should be able to observe information from environments and to determine an optimal action that leads a solution of the problem from the observed information. When we model an environment close to the real world with an agent system, information that agents perceive tends to be given in the form of continuous real numbers. In order to learn an utility function for the pair of discretized states and actions like Q-learning, methods that segment a perceptstate space adaptively by Voronoi maps and Adaptive Resonance Theory(ART) and obtain efficiently optimal action rules for agents by reinforcement learning using the discrete space have been developed (G.A. Carpenter and Rosen, 1991; Hamagami and Hirata, 2003 ; H. Ueda and T.Miyahara, 2008) . In recent years, 3-channel fuzzy ART network FALCONia Fusion Architecture for Learning, COgnition and Navigationj (Tan, 2004; Tan and Xiao, 2005) has been proposed to combine reinforcement learning with state segmentation and learn the relations among percepts, actions and rewards. However, it is difficult to apply these methods directly to multi-agent environments where prediction of other agents' behavior and acquisition of cooperated actions are required.
In this paper we modify FALCON so as to be able to predict other agents' behavior and apply the method to a multi-player game with imperfect information; we call the method FALCON AP (FAL-CON considering action probability of other agents). In FALCON AP, we implement an action prediction module based on 2-channel fuzzy ART network and add fourth channel to FALCON so that it can receive the output of the action prediction module. Moreover, we implement FALCON ER that estimates the expected value of rewards and selects an action according to the value. We apply these methods to a card game Hearts and examine whether the methods are effective or not.
FALCON WITH PREDICTION
FALCON (a Fusion Architecture for Learning, COgnition and Navigation) (Tan, 2004 ) is an extended fuzzy ART (fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory) so that it can learn the relations among percepts, actions and rewards. In multi-agent environments, prediction of other agents' behavior is important for choosing optimal actions. Thus, we extend FALCON so that it can receive the predictive information of other agents and can learn the relations among the four kinds of in- 
FALCON AP
An architecture of an extended version FALCON AP (FALCON considering action probability of other agents) of FALCON is shown in Figure 1 . FAL-CON AP has an architecture in which a prediction field (PF), a sensor field (SF), a motor field (MF), and a feedback field (FF) are connected at a cognitive field (CF). When an autonomous agent has M sensors, M neurons that receive inputs s i ∈ [0, 1](i = 1, ...M) from M sensors are built in at SF. Motor field MF receives a vector A = (a 1 , ..., a K ) corresponding to an action chosen by the agent, where K is the number of actions. Elements a k 's of the vector A are set as follows: a k = 1 if action k is chosen, and a k = 0 otherwise. FF has 2 neurons; one receives reward r and the other receives 1 − r, where r ∈ [0, 1] is the reward that the agent receives. Prediction field PF receives information of predictive behavior of other agents. Vector Figure 1 is a prediction vector to other agents' behavior, where O is the number of actions other agents can choose. Elements p o 's in P take real values of 0 ≤ p o ≤ 1. We calculate the probability that another agent takes action o as p o / ∑ k p k .
The cognitive field CF has L neurons. Neuron n J in CF is connected to neurons in PF, SF, MF, and FF with weighting vectors W Similar to FALCON, an action is chosen in the action choice phase, and weighting vectors of FAL-CON AP are updated in the action learning phase. Hereafter, we call neuron n J in CF category n J .
In the action choice phase, a percept vector S = (s 1 , ..., s M ) obtained from sensors is inputted to SF, a K-dimensional vector N = (1, ..., 1) whose all elements are 1's is inputted to AF, and the reward vector R = (1, 0) is inputted to FF. We calculate prediction vector P for the prediction field using an action prediction module shown in Figure 2 . In this paper, we build an action prediction module by 2-channel fuzzy ART, i.e. FALCON without FF. Action prediction vector P for a target agent to be predicted is calculated as follows. First, information S = (s 1 , ..., s M ) that the learning agent can perceive for a target agent is inputted to SF, the K-dimensional vector N = (1, ..., 1) whose all elements are 1's is inputted to MF in the prediction module, and then a category n ′ J whose choice intensity is the largest is determined. Next, we use weighting vector W ′m J between n ′ J and MF as prediction vector P for the input to the prediction field of FALCON AP. Then category n J whose intensity for choice is the largest in CF of FALCON AP is chosen as a winning category. An action is chosen according to the weighting vector W m J ; action k whose weighting value is the largest, i.e. maxarg k w m k,J in W m J , is usually chosen.
In the action learning phase, either reinforcement or reset of the relations among predictions, percepts, actions, and rewards is performed depending on the reward the learning agent obtained. When the learning agent received a positive reward, the prediction vector P = (p 1 , ..., p O ) obtained from the action prediction module is inputted to PF, the percept vector S = (s 1 , ...s M ) obtained from sensors is inputted to SF, the action vector A that indicates the action the agent chose is inputted to MF, the reward vector R = (1, 0) is inputted to FF. Then the weighting vectors between the winning category n J and each of vectors in PF, SF, MF, FF are updated. In the action learning phase of the action prediction module shown in Figure 2 , the percepts vector is inputted to SF, the action vector A that indicates the action the agent chose is inputted to MF, and the weighting vectors between n ′ J and each of vectors in SF and MF are updated. When the learning agent received a negative reward, the weighting vectors are updated to weaken the relations among input vectors.
FALCON ER
We propose another extended version of FALCON; we call the extended version FALCON ER (FALCON considering the expected reward). FALCON ER predicts other agents' behavior for each action the learning agent can take using its action prediction module, and determines the action of the learning agent according to the expected value of rewards calculated according to the prediction. For example, assume that actions the learning agent can take are a 1 and a 2 . Also assume that there are two other agents, and agent 1 and agent 2 choose and carry out actions according to the action the learning agent carried out. Then, we calculate the expected reward in the following. FAL-CON ER first predicts action p 1,1 of agent 1 when the learning agent choose action a 1 and then predicts action p 2,1 of agent 2 after actions a 1 and p 1,1 are taken. Next, we calculate expected reward r 1 that the learning agent receives after actions a 1 , p 1,1 and p 2,1 are taken. Expected reward r 2 for action a 2 the learning agent chooses is also calculated in the similar manner to a 1 by predicting actions of agents 1 and 2.
FALCON ER predicts other agents' behavior from the moment the learning agent chooses an action to the moment it receives a reward and determines the action of the learning agent based on the expected reward. In experiments, we use a card game Hearts for performance evaluation. When we apply FALCON ER to Hearts, FALCON ER predicts cards other agents play until one trick ends and then calculates the expected value of penalty points obtained at the trick.
EXPERIMENTS
We employ a card game Hearts for performance evaluation. In the experiments, our learning agents play the game against rule-based agents. We compare the performance of FALCON, FALCON AP and FAL-CON ER. Based on feature extraction by heuristics (Fujita, 2004) , we determine the percept vector S for FALCON, FALCON AP and FALCON ER. For the experiments, we implement a rule-based agent and use it as players opponent to the learning agent. The rule-based agent determines an action with rules extracted from gnome-hearts (Hearts, 2012) .
Hearts
The number of players of Hearts is normally four. Hearts uses a standard deck of 52 playing cards. The higher card of the suit wins; the strength of cards is as follows: in the descending order, A, K, Q, ... , 4, 3, and 2. There is no superiority or inferiority among suits. Each player is delivered 13 cards, and must play a card from his hand at his turn. Starting from a player and playing a card in clockwise direction until the four players play is called a trick. One game is completed after successive 13 tricks. In each trick, the card played by the first player is called a leading card, and the player is called the dealer. The objective of Hearts is to obtain fewest penalty points at the completion of the game. The penalty points of cards are as follows: Q♠ = 13 points, and every card of suit ♥ = 1 point.
Experimental Results
In this subsection, we show experimental results for game Hearts. simulation runs for 50 games. Figure 3 plots the average penalty ratios obtained by the learning agent using FALCON AP and three rule-based agents for 50 games. We see in Figure 3 that the average penalty ratios of FALCON AP are decreasing according to progress of learning. The penalty ratios of FALCON AP were smaller than those of FALCON; the action prediction is effective. However, the average penalty ratio of FALCON AP is 1.6 times larger than that of the rule-based agent. Figure 4 plots the average penalty ratios obtained by the learning agent using FALCON ER and three rule-based agents for 50 games. The expected reward r x for action x chosen by the learning agent is calculated as follows.
where penalty x is the predicted penalty points for action x chosen by the learning agent, and trick is the number of remaining tricks (including the current trick) in a game. Parameter queen x is set 1 if the learning agent without Q♠ becomes the dealer, and 0 otherwise. We see in Figure 4 that the average penalty ratios of FALCON ER are slightly decreasing according to progress of learning, and that the penalty ratios of FALCON ER are almost the same as those of the rule-based agent. The penalty ratios of FALCON ER are smaller than those of FALCON AP, and the action choice based on the expected reward is shown to be effective.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed the module that learns action prediction of other agents with 2-channel ART network and implemented a modified FALCON, namely FALCON AP, to be able to register the output of the action prediction module. Through the experiments using Hearts, FALCON AP can learn optimal action rules. Moreover, we implemented FAL-CON ER that can choose an action on the basis of the expected reward. Through the experiments, we showed that the performance of FALCON ER is almost the same as that of the rule-based agent.
